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By Jose Mojica

Shroff Publishers/O`Reilly, 2002. Softcover. Condition: New. Though most programmers use two or
more languages, they usually have a mastery of one. Although Microsoft has advertised that the
NET runtime is language agnostic and that C# and Visual Basic NET are so close that switching
between the two is really quite easy, that?s only true up to a point. Some of the differences are
obvious, but others are very subtle C# & VB NET Conversion Pocket Reference helps you easily make
the switch from one language to another. The differences occur in three main areas: syntax, object-
oriented principles, and the Visual Studio NET IDE. Syntax concerns the statements and language
elements. Object oriented differences are less obvious, and concern differences in implementation
and feature sets between the two languages. IDE differences include things like compiler settings or
attributes. There is also a fourth area of difference: language features that are present in one
language but have no equivalent in the other. These unique language features are also covered in
this book. C# & VB NET Conversion Pocket Reference is a perfect companion for documents and
books that don?t have examples using your mastered language. Author Jose Mojica expects that
you know...
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It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner-- Lennie Renner

The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea  Aufder ha r-- Althea  Aufder ha r
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